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Do you want to bring love, joy, and prosperity into your life?Candle magic is the easiest way for

a beginner to get started with magic. You can use candle magic to manifest love, happiness,

success, and more. Using easy to find ingredients and step-by-step instructions that anyone

can follow, The Candle Magic Spell Book will change your life.In this book you’ll learn:How to

create a magical altar and why you need one.The right way to cleanse, charge, and carve

candles for magical use.How different candle colors affect your magic and how to select the

right color candle.Ways that magical correspondences like the phases of the moon can affect

your magic.How to interpret candle fire, smoke, and wax for divination.56 authentic magic

spells including:Alluring Love: The Ultimate “Come-Hither” SpellRekindling Passion: A Candle

Flame SpellMagic for Meddling: A Spell to End a Family Member’s InterferenceGetting Rid of

Gossip: A Quasi-Banishment SpellMaking Money! A Spell to Attract ProsperityManifesting Your

Dream Job: A Spell for Good WorkConjuring Peace: A Spell for a Happy HouseholdThe

techniques and spells in this book are old and proven magical practices, but you don’t need a

degree in Latin or a boiling cauldron to get started with candle magic. Bridget Bishop, a

practicing witch who has been teaching witchcraft to new witches for over a decade, breaks

down everything you need into simple steps that a magical beginner can understand, while still

providing fantastic results.Bring magic into your life today with The Candle Magic Spell Book.
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have to do is click the link below!IntroductionThe mesmerizing flicker of a candle flame

contains magical depths that, if we know how to plumb them, can bring us our heart’s desires.

Candles are used in rituals the world over, from the lighting of candles in the nave of a church

to the centering on the flame in meditative practice. They are vessels of pent-up energy,

releasing intention into the air as they burn, amplifying the wishes and wants of those who

know how to channel that energy. This is why they are central to the practice of magic and to

witchcraft in general, featured in numerous rituals, ceremonies, and spells of all kinds.When I

first started practicing witchcraft about a decade ago, I was facing a difficult time in my life: I

was let go from my first real job, anxious about my finances and concerned that I wouldn’t be

able to keep my apartment (would I have to go back to live with my parents?). The anxiety was

crushing. My boyfriend at the time and I had been bickering constantly and decided to take a

break; when I lost my job, all I could focus on was how awful my life was, which led to our

eventual break-up. It seemed as if nothing in my life was going right. In fact, I started to wonder

if I even had the ability to live a good, stable life as a functioning adult. Things were pretty

bleak.Then, a friend of mine introduced me to witchcraft, and it seemed like something that I

could at least pass the time with, letting go of my constant worry in the comfort of the rituals.

The simple spells that my friend taught me actually seemed to help things—not only did I get

another, better job, but I also started dating again. In fact, for the last three years, I have been

in a happy, exciting, committed relationship. The changes were gradual at first, but as I became

more comfortable and skilled with the spells, the stronger my magic seemed to be. Perhaps

this is because the most important benefit I gained from the witchcraft was an overwhelming



sense of self-confidence. I knew that I was good enough, worthy of love and success, and that

I had the power to put my life back in order, not just to live but to thrive.Now that I’m in my early

30s, I can look back on that period of my life and feel certain that I won’t ever have to go

through that again. Over the years, I have learned many, many spells and introduced many,

many people to these rituals. It’s deeply satisfying to help others through the rough patches in

their lives, which is why I want to help you as well! I find that candle magic is an excellent place

to start: it’s simple and straightforward, and you don’t need a lot of esoteric accessories or

widespread knowledge to get started and to see results.If you are curious about the wide world

of magic, and the casting of spells in particular, then you can get started with this introduction

to some simple candle spells, the practical application of magic at its best. In this book, you will

discover the ancient art of candle magic; learning how to prepare rituals for specific spells,

interpret your results, and clear up afterwards with ceremonial success. Here you will find

spells for love and relationships, friends and family, money and prosperity, work and career,

health and well-being, and protection. The various spells you will find under these headings are

organized into a simple template that will tell you when to perform the spell, what you need to

complete it, and a step-by-step set of instructions to carry out the ritual. The spells here will

address nearly every aspect of your life, enabling you to take control of your own happiness

and overall success.Many people who are seeking a spiritual outlet for their difficulties and

desires are increasingly turning to magic and spells. There is a reason why cultures across the

globe and throughout history have celebrated sacred events around the fire. There is a reason

why gathering around the hearth is a symbol of comfort and security, of affirming basic human

connections and communal spirit. Candles remind us of the power of the flame, of the wisdom

resident in fire. We can channel those powers to harness the energies in our own lives to do

better, to have better, to live better lives. In this book, you will find opportunities to establish

your own practical magic, using these simple spells to improve your situation and enhance your

happiness. Once you get into the rhythms of the rituals, you will no doubt find your self-

confidence increase as your power grows—and you will find that you have the power to

determine the shape and scope of your own life. Burn bright!Part I: Understanding Candle

MagicHow does candle magic work? Basically, candles represent energy, specifically the

transformation of energy: when a candle is unlit, the energy is dormant; when the candle is lit,

the energy is released, transformed by the flame and affected by the air. If you put intentions

behind the release of that energy, then you can channel and shape that energy to fit your own

needs and desires. All fire is transformative—think about how fire transforms raw ingredients

into satisfactory meals, for example—and if you understand how to apply your intention to fire,

then you can shape the process of transformation.It is also important to note that, while the fire

is the central element of energy in candle magic, there are other attributes to be taken into

account when setting up your spells: the color of the candle has significance, as do the

symbols that may surround it or be carved directly into it. Thus, you can customize each spell

to fit your particular needs, demonstrating your intentions in numerous ways so as to increase

the possibilities for success each time. In the following chapters, you will learn more about the

history of candles and the use of fire in ritual events, as well as become familiar with the basic

properties of candles and how to use them. There are specific steps to take when preparing to

cast a candle spell, and ways in which you can determine how successful a spell is, thus

ultimately improving your rate of success. You will also learn how to complete the spell and

close out the ritual by cleansing your space, by utilizing elements from the spell to enhance

results, and/or by disposing of items properly, depending on the spell.Finally, you must be

aware that fire is also transformative in terribly destructive ways—the ashes left after a house



fire are nothing short of devastating—so you must strive to be responsible with your candle

magic, not only in your intentions but also in your applications. That is, magic (some spell it

“magick”) in its purest sense is not about wishing ill on others, or even exercising any will over

others, but rather it is about personal transformation and the fulfilment of personal (positive)

goals. Witchcraft is not the work of harm or hate or control. In addition, candle magic should

always be practiced with safety in mind, so always be cautious when using live fire in any ritual

or spell. With these precautions in mind, you can move on to a greater understanding of how

candles work and how to perform some basic magic.1The Magic of CandlesCandles are a

common element in ritual practices around the world, not just in witchcraft. Their centrality to

rituals and magic is easy to understand when you are aware of how the powerful element of

fire has been viewed throughout history, both mythological and actual. We are also well aware

of the practical nature of fire and of candles: fire both warms and provides food, while candles

provide light and scent. For centuries, humankind depended on candles specifically to light

their rooms after dark, while fires warmed our dwellings before electricity. It is no surprise then

that the element of fire and its vessel of the candle have become important symbols and

conductors of magical power well into the modern age. There is something ancient and

mysterious about fire, and without it, human civilization could not exist. The candle, therefore,

is also infused with the mystery and potency of this tempestuous element, its ability to cleanse

and transform, to destroy and renew.Mythological tales about fire abound throughout history

and across cultures. There is, for example, the famous story about Prometheus, the Titan of

Greek mythology who gifted fire to humans and was therefore punished by Zeus: he was to be

chained to a rock, where his liver would be eaten each day by Zeus’s eagle (only to regrow

afresh for another meal the next) for eternity. Why was he punished? Because giving humans

the gift of fire was to grant them a civilization, an opportunity to become more like the gods.

Fire is forever associated with the civilizing impulse: we gather around the hearth, and with this

burning light we signal to others that this is a place of warmth and civil society. It is to that light,

in the great Hall of Heorot, that the monster Grendel is drawn in the ancient epic, Beowulf. The

light represents the beacon of civilization, from which Grendel has been exiled, and he enacts

his revenge by ravaging the hall night after night until the hero Beowulf is sent to dispatch him.

In both tales, fire is the element that forges civilized culture.In many places, fire is also often

associated with divinity: think of the Biblical tale of the burning bush, wherein Moses is given a

message from God that he is the one to lead the Israelites out of Egypt. This fiery message of

divine intervention also crops up when the pillar of fire serves to guide the Israelites through

the dark wilderness on their gruelling trek. There is also fiery retribution to be found in the

Bible, as in the burning of the wicked cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.In both Eastern and

Western cultures, fire has been used to divine the future and to decode messages, to

understand prophecies and interpret events. Animal bones would be thrown into fires, and the

cracks that appeared under the pressure of heat would be interpreted, guiding decisions and

uncovering divine intentions. Indeed, for much of Western cultural history, fire has been seen

as a god in and of itself, ascribed with anthropomorphic abilities; it could feed and devour, or

breathe and grow, finally decaying into death. Fire was so instrumental to supporting human

existence that it became viewed as nearly human itself.It is also considered to be an agent of

purification: after a forest is burned in a fire, it is able to spring back to life out of the ashes.

Disney’s original Fantasia displayed this in its “Night on Bald Mountain” sequence set to the

crashing music of Wagner; the fire appears as a demonic force, devouring everything in its

path until nothing is left. And yet, new life magically appears once the spring rains replenish the

earth, renewing the world. This is the myth of the phoenix, of course: as the ancient symbol of



rebirth, the phoenix grows old and feeble, but instead of dying, it bursts into flames and rises

anew from the ashes in a cycle of hope and reanimation. Like funeral pyres in many religions,

the fire represents a purification in death and a releasing of the spirit into more divine

realms.More practically, fire allows us to cook food in an act that definitively separates humans

from other animals; only humans cook food and create elaborate cuisines. Again, fire is

fundamental to the process of constructing a civilization, a culture. It also expands our ability to

be productive, providing light after dark so we can study or work; many inventions originated by

the light of the fire after a day’s work is done. It has also been crucial to our ability to survive

and thrive throughout the seasons, keeping us warm through the winter in colder climes. Fire

made it possible to live in various corners of the globe, and it still serves as a powerful

symbolic reminder of the comforts of home and community. It is a beacon shining through the

dark.Fire is also regarded as one of the four fundamental elements, along with earth, water,

and air. Each of these elements has a specific role to play: fire itself, as aforementioned, is the

symbol of transformation and is represented by the sun and stars, as well as other natural (and

forceful) elements, like erupting volcanoes and stark deserts. Because fire is always in motion—

dancing or devouring, flickering or slowly being snuffed out—it reads as the most animated of

elements, though both water and air (and even earth) move in their own ways, as well. Its

connection to the sun and light in general associates it with illumination, not just purely physical

illumination but also mental enlightenment, bringing clarity to thought and imagination to ideas.

The “aha” moment of invention is said to be one of illumination: when we have a revelation, we

are said to have “seen the light.” Fire is also associated with great strength and health overall,

because its vibrancy is so lifelike, and it aligns closely to passion, as our internal fires/desires

burn brightly.With regard to magic, fire is instrumental in many rituals and ceremonies, often

called upon to represent masculine energies and projective powers. This element is particularly

conducive to certain intentions, including igniting the passions (and, concomitantly,

compassion) within a relationship; increasing your own personal energy (“lighting a fire under

you”); and discovering hidden truths, bringing illumination to secretive darkness. Fire is also

used in many protection spells and rituals, as you gather those you love closer to the fire, that

symbol of hearth and home. It can also help in banishment spells, purging negative thoughts

and renewing good habits out of old; this is using fire as in the process of purification and

rebirth. It can also improve confidence and self-awareness; again, the illumination of fire to

reveal (and cast out) the negative. Fire was also often used to strengthen resolve (“an iron will

be forged in the fire”)—just as fire can temper the blade so that it is stronger and, paradoxically,

more flexible, so can fire forge mental strength and an even temperament. Fire propelled

warriors to victory, not only through its ferocious strength and powers of destruction but also

via its power to inspire revelation, illuminating the strategies necessary for success. These are

all examples that you can begin to apply to your own personal needs as you start to learn

certain spells.There are many ways in which you can connect to the element of fire when

implementing magical rituals—candles, of course, will be our primary vessel for the remainder

of the book, though you can explore other sources, as well. Building bonfires is one of the

central events at many gatherings, including a gathering of like-minded witches: with the right

intentions, flames can be read for divination or used to create a meditative state for

contemplation. A more contained cousin to the bonfire, the hearth fire is central to home and

family, or friends and community; spells cast here cement bonds and create protective

boundaries. Lanterns and (especially) fire torches can be symbolic of lighting the way in spells

that ask for guidance, as well as those that illuminate the truth of complicated circumstances.

Torches are often lit to initiate a ceremony, and ceremonially snuffed as the magic is



completed. As in most magical practice, the more connected to nature your tools are, the

stronger their magical powers; thus, wood fires are particularly potent. Different woods indicate

different symbolic associations; for example, cherry wood is used to create good fortune and

foster love, while apple wood nurtures youthful health and general happiness. Even the ashes

(and wax), the leftover by-products of ritual fires, can be used for magical purposes: you can

include these in amulets and charms to increase their potency.Candles, in particular, are

central to most modern witchcraft practice: they are symbolic of all of the powers of the

element of fire, and they can be procured easily and utilized in a controlled fashion. These all-

purpose magical tools not only help to generate magic from intention, but they are also key to

marking sacred space. Instead of emphasizing the destructive aspects of fire, candles

symbolize the warmer, gentler, comforting aspects, and thus are commonly used in personal

wish spells. The magic of candles can bring about personal transformation and significant

regeneration. In secular culture today, we often celebrate our birthday by blowing out candles,

signifying the ineluctable movement from one state to another, from this age to that age, the

ongoing process of transformation.Basically, all spell work is about transforming an intention—

your wish, your desire, your request—into a reality. Candles work as some of the most effective

communicators of those intentions; they are akin to messengers, carrying your messages of

intent out into the spiritual realm where they can be heard. As a candle burns, it is transformed,

seeming to dissipate from the material form (the candle slowly disappears) as it carries in its

flame your intentions to the ethereal plane. This process helps beginners to clearly visualize

what they wish their magic to do: inculcating the candle with your intention allows you to

envision its manifestation. While the candle is primarily associated with the element of fire, it is

particularly potent in spell work because it contains or relies on all of the other elements, as

well: the candle itself, the wick and the base, represent the earth, grounding the candle to that

subtle strength; the wax represents the element of water as it melts and runs while the candle

burns, working to reshape the form of things; and the flame itself relies on air to keep it burning

and dancing (fire needs oxygen to survive, just as we do). Thus, using candles in magical

practice is both easy and powerful. In fact, the very act of lighting a candle—even if you don’t

intend to perform magic—can alter the very atmosphere of a space. We become more alert to

the presence of unseen energies surrounding us when we focus on the flicker of a lit candle.
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thisisme, “A useful book for candle magic spell beginners. This is a good introductory book

even for those who are on candle magic spell for the first time. The book briefs on candle

magic, the types of candles used, as well as the moon cycle and days of the week spells are

most effective. It is an easy to follow but comprehensive guide to doing the rituals discussing

preparation, interpretation of the candles’ flame and smoke and cleansing. The author presents

step-by-step guide for spells on relationships, family and friends, prosperity/money, career,

health, and protection. The author’s writing presents the rituals in a simple manner making the

magic spells seem a bit less intimidating.”

blue, “There's truly a spell for everything.. Pretty fascinating book. I got this book on a whim -

it's not the typical subject matter I delve into, but this one was a page-turner. There were very

easy to understand steps for all aspects of your life, what types of candles you need for each

spell, and exactly what you need to do.If you're open-minded, this book is not at all

overwhelming, and I didn't get confused like I did with some of these other books.”

Sarah Sullivan, “A Great Beginner’s Guide. I’d actually never heard of candle magic before this

book. The author does a great job of laying out purpose, historical significance, practice and

application for the reader in easily  digestible chapters.”

TRVLR, “Full of good information for the new witch. I like this book, it would have come in

useful when I first began using candle spells myself. I definitely recommend it to those new to

the craft.”

V K Kristoffersen, “Nice, informative little book!. Excellent read! Lots of information. You may

want to take notes when reading this book! Well worth the $$, and I highly recommend!!”

Laura Estrada, “Great read. I like the way the author explained the process of preparation. How

the herbs,oils, and other materials can enhance the magic. I was very pleased with this book. I

felt that she explained exactly what I needed to learn. Nothing from you this book will go to

waste. It is very valuable to me.”



karen pollak, “Perfect. Perfect for beginners, I enjoyed reading it”

Sim, “Overall a good book on candle magic. Over 50 spells here for Love, Friendship, Money,

Work Health, Protection.Relatively inexpensive items for each spell, like essential oilsand

crystals can be easily obtained. Clear instructions and nothingcomplicated. But powerful magic

can be simple. I haven't tried anyof the spells in the book but I know from experience that

candle magic worksand so will the spells in this book. Unfortunately a bit of dogma creeps

inabout the three fold law but feel free to disregard that if you are a traditional witchand not a

wiccan.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Hogwarts Grad, “The Spells Work. I did the money spells several times and won $500,000 on

the lotto recently. No B.S. ! Believe!”

Ishara, “Very Good, worth the money!!. I bought this product as a gift to my friend who is

starting to look into candle magic. It came in perfect condition and right when expected. I have

looked through it a little bit and it goes into good detail about different types of candles, and

colour magick and whatnot. I haven't tried anything I have read so i do not know if they work or

not. Hopefully this was helpfull!!”

Melissa Novel, “Inspiring while delivering knowledge. The author conveys step by step outline

on how to cast spells while giving you some background information on candle magick and

where to start. Your recieving just what the title describes!! Excellent read.”

Miranda Genert, “Great gift!. Great gift for my little witch who is now embracing her heritage.”
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